Davis Ranch

California is home to some of the most beautifully designed residential properties in the country. The Davis Ranch is one such estate and it contains an elegantly designed pool and patio located on the exterior of the property. Saenz Landscape was contracted to install a drainage system around the perimeter of the pool area under the condition that they find a solution that wouldn’t distract from the patio’s beautiful Italian tile.

To help them design the perfect system NDS sent a representative out to site in order to collaborate with the contractors. After exploring a number of different options, representatives recommended NDS Filcoten Channel Drains with Slot Top Grate.

Composed of pure fiber enhanced concrete, Filcoten is more resilient and environmentally sustainable than competing products that incorporate plastic. Filcoten boasts high compression strength to sustain frequent traffic and wide channels that support high volumes of sheet flow runoff.

Filcoten also offers a variety of grate cover designs and outletting accessories that fit most existing sewer and drain pipes. Using Filcoten’s Channel Drain Slot Top Grate, contractors were able to design an aesthetically neutral drain perimeter that conveys water directly into basins hidden inside garden planters.